2014 Scripps National Spelling Bee
May 29-30
Summary of Round 3: Vocabulary
A correct response in the vocabulary portion of Round 3 earns the speller 3 points; an incorrect response earns the speller 0 points but does not
result in elimination from the competition.
No.

Speller's Name

Vocabulary Question

Correct Answer

Speller's Answer

1

Joshua Kelley

Something described as
honorific:

imparts glory or esteem

imparts glory or esteem

Y

2

Abigail FitzGibbon

What is effrontery?

flagrant, offensive boldness

flagrant, offensive boldness

Y

3

Vivian Miller

What is another way to say
tepidity?

lukewarmness

lukewarmness

Y

4

Walter Fa'apouli

What is another word for
educand?

student

university

N

5

Nila Dhinaker

An autodidact would most
likely be described as:

self-taught

self-taught

Y

6

Alessandro Luis Bolus

A person described as
overwrought is:

agitated

scheming

N

7

Chythanya Murali

What is a registrar in charge
of?

keeping academic records

keeping academic records

Y

8

Prachi Kondapuram

Nomenclature has to do with:

names

names

Y

9

Eesha Sohail

Hippology is the study of:

horses

horses

Y

10

Sam Coats

A marimba is a type of:

xylophone

xylophone

Y

11

Sanat Mishra

What is another word for
hackneyed?

trite

trite

Y

12

Chase Seals

Which of these words best
describes gaudery?

ostentatious

ostentatious

Y

13

Timothy Lau

A satyr is:

an ancient Greek deity

an ancient Greek deity

Y

14

Patrizzia Fox-Beaudet

Something described as
portentous is:

foreshadowing a coming
event

foreshadowing a coming
event

Y

15

Keerthana Sivathasan

Why would you use a
perambulator?

to transport an infant

to transport an infant

Y

16

Aditya Mishra

What is another word for
umbrage?

resentment

resentment

Y

17

Jonathan Capuyan

If something is called the
McCoy, what is it?

a real or genuine article

an item whose ownership is
in dispute

N

18

Isabel Cholbi

A tribunal is most like a:

court

court

Y

19

Allison Grygar

Something described as
supervenient is:

occurring unexpectedly

extremely timely or
convenient

N

20

Neha Konakalla

A conferee is someone who:

is publicly granted
something

is publicly granted
something

Y

21

Samuel Littrell

If something is done
lambently, it is done:

in a light or brilliant manner

at an awkward, stumbling
pace

N

22

Victoria Phillips

Something done puerilely is
done in what manner?

immaturely

perfectly

N

23

Eileen Xue

Something described as
gubernatorial is related to:

a governor

an easily-deceived person

N

24

Shirlyn Prabahar

If something is described as
venatorial, it:

is related to or used in
hunting

is expressive of deep
reverence

N

25

Emily Hynes

Retinol is a type of:

vitamin A

26

Ryan Spencer

An argot is most similar to:

a particular slang

an adventurer or traveler

N

27

Dana Chiueh

A Bohemian is likely devoted
to:

art

art

Y
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28

Xi Yuan Wang

What does denizen refer to?

a person living in a certain
region

a person living in a certain
region

Y

29

Teddy Schoenfeld

Something described as
approbatory is expressing:

commendation

results of an investigation

N

30

Alex Jurich

Zirconium is:

a metallic element

a metallic element

Y

31

Anika Malayappan

Something described as
ranine relates to:

frogs

frogs

Y

32

Keshav Ramesh

Chia is a type of:

plant

self-defense

N

33

Connor Spencer

A person described as
rancorous is:

full of hatred and ill will

full of hatred and ill will

Y

34

Lillian Allingham

What is a calligram?

a figure formed by the
letters of a word

a figure formed by the
letters of a word

Y

35

Greer Marshall

If something is described as
necrotic, it:

produces death in living
tissue

produces death in living
tissue

Y

36

Selomi Dayaprema

A fulcrum is part of a:

lever

lever

Y

37

Alexander Manning

Something described as
diglot:

uses two languages

uses two languages

Y

38

Jacob Williamson

Where is a vestibule found?

between the outer door and
the interior of a building

between the outer door and
the interior of a building

Y

39

Daniel Samraj

What is a rictus?

a gaping grin

a gaping grin

Y

40

Dylan Olster

What is an example of a
grapheme?

an X

an X

Y

41

Amber Robinson

What is a fumulus?

a thin, veillike cloud

a thin, veillike cloud

Y

42

Amy Maldonado

What does it mean to
imperate?

command or govern

endanger or threaten

N

43

Mary Horton

Which of the following is most
similar to a coiffure?

a hairstyle

a hairstyle

Y

44

Riju Datta

Which of the following is a
sirenian?

a manatee

a manatee

Y

45

Jonathan Buckley

An apparatus is most similar
to:

an appliance

an appliance

Y

46

Summer Hayes

If something is anglified, it
has been:

adapted to English usage

adapted to English usage

Y

47

Brian Reinhart

What does luminance refer
to?

emission of light

emission of light

Y

48

Charles Li

What is speciosity?

the quality of being
superficially but not actually
correct

the quality of being diverse
in wildlife

N

49

Sumedh Garimella

What is another word for
yeanling?

lamb

lamb

Y

50

Khushi Jeswani

What is eclampsia?

a severe pregnancy
complication

a severe pregnancy
complication

Y

51

Ron Rocky Coloma

What is iniquity?

wickedness

lack of sobriety

N

52

Christianne Abella

Something described as
macular:

is spotted

relates to the jaw

N

53

Kiana Lacroix

Trignometry is:

a branch of mathematics
dealing with sides and
angles

a branch of mathematics
dealing with sides and
angles

Y

54

Maia Dykstra

What is fatuity?

foolishness

foolishness

Y

55

Christine Alex

What is a quittance?

a discharge from debt

a discharge from debt

Y

56

Nafisa Asad

What is another word for
unregenerate?

obstinate

aged

N

57

Meghana Kamineni

Who would be most likely to
use a graticule?

a cartographer

a cartographer

Y

58

Alia Abiad

Something described as
transposable may be:

interchanged

interchanged

Y
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59

Zander Patent

What is an altercation?

an angry dispute

an angry dispute

Y

60

Lucas Urbanski

A caldera is a type of:

volcanic crater

volcanic crater

Y

61

Yasir Hasnain

Striation is the state of being:

marked with narrow lines or
bands

marked with narrow lines or
bands

Y

62

Keith Mokry

Who would most likely use a
loupe?

a jeweler

a jeweler

Y

63

Anna Snider

Something described as
nubilous is:

cloudy or misty

small or underdeveloped

N

64

Kendra Scace

Something described as
pulmonate:

has lungs

has lungs

Y

65

Adam Kastler

Someone who is xenocentric:

prefers a culture other than
his own

prefers a culture other than
his own

Y

66

Madhav Chand Gampala

Which of the following is an
example of a tributary?

a river feeding into a larger
river

a river feeding into a larger
river

Y

67

Kodai Speich

What does it mean to
malinger?

to pretend to be sick to get
out of working

to pretend to be sick to get
out of working

Y

68

Sophie Bergman

Something described as
hominivorous:

eats people

eats people

Y

69

Srivinay Tummarakota

Something described as
malicious is:

done in order to inflict harm

done in order to inflict harm

Y

70

Anika Patel

What does mendicity refer to?

begging

begging

Y

71

Audrey Melton

What is karst?

a limestone region marked
by underground streams

a dry tableland of Africa that
rises in terraces

N

72

Tristan Hankins

Something described as
axiomatic is related to:

a rule that has found
general acceptance

an involuntary movement or
self-regulating activity

N

73

Alexandria Wilt

How would you most likely
use an éclair?

as a dessert

as a dessert

Y

74

Alekhya Ankaraju

Something described as
cutaneous relates to:

skin

skin

Y

75

Vanessa Jodlowski

A macaroon is a type of:

dessert

dessert

Y

76

Lwin Moe Aung

If something is utilitarian it:

emphasizes usefulness

emphasizes usefulness

Y

77

Victor Xiao

A pagoda is most like a:

tower

tower

Y

78

Anastasia Spahr

Which of these is closest in
meaning to tomfoolery?

nonsense

nonsense

Y

79

Andy Bertodano

A caveat is most like:

a warning

a necktie

N

80

Jinwon Pae

What is volition?

the act of choosing

the act of choosing

Y

81

Risha Mehta

What are regalia?

insignia that indicate an
office or membership in a
group

marine fishes from a family
constituted by the oarfishes

N

82

Hudson Wellin

A blintz is a type of:

pancake

pancake

Y

83

Kimmie Collins

Where would you most likely
use litmus?

in chemistry class

in chemistry class

Y

84

Sean Ives

What is glutamate used for?

enhancing the flavor of
foods

enhancing the flavor of
foods

Y

85

Zander Reed

Something described as
prolusory is done:

as a practice or warm-up

for the public good

N

86

Sibani Ram

Something described as
parenthetic is found:

between curved
punctuation marks

between curved
punctuation marks

Y

87

Tajaun Gibbison

Something described as
artesian has to do with:

water coming up from
beneath Earth's surface

water coming up from
beneath Earth's surface

Y

88

Michaella Bostrom

What is remuneration?

compensation for a loss or
expense

compensation for a loss or
expense

Y

89

Sterling Hollond

A person described as
compunctious is:

remorseful

remorseful

Y

90

Vanya Shivashankar

Something septennial:

lasts seven years

lasts seven years

Y
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91

Ethan Perrins

What is a stevedore?

someone responsible for
unloading a ship

someone responsible for
unloading a ship

Y

92

Paul Keaton

What does a continuum do?

unites discrete parts

unites discrete parts

Y

93

Navya Murugesan

What does it mean to
obtruncate something?

cut off the top of it

cut off the top of it

Y

94

Amelia Hebert

Something described as
multifarious is:

varied

varied

Y

95

Chloe LaFleur

If something is recondite, it is:

very difficult to understand

lying down

N

96

Peter Davis

Something described as
vindictive is:

spiteful

spiteful

Y

97

Mary Wynne

What is a cornucopia?

a horn of plenty

a horn of plenty

Y

98

Nathan Manaker

If something is fructiferous, it:

produces fruit

is extremely sweet

N

99

Lucy Tumavicus

What does it mean to
crepitate?

crackle

crackle

Y

100

Isabelle Simmons

A calabash is a type of:

gourd

gourd

Y

101

Danyah Imam

Something described as
emollient:

soothes the skin

soothes the skin

Y

102

Nikita Singh

A person who has been
pinioned has been:

restrained

restrained

Y

103

Megan Rabe

What is an epitome?

an ideal expression of
something

an ideal expression of
something

Y

104

Stephen Hochschild

What are stigmata?

marks resembling the
wounds of Christ

marks resembling the
wounds of Christ

Y

105

Maddie Bowers

What is a trefoil?

a clover

a confection

N

106

Tamya Matthews

Pumice is a kind of:

volcanic glass

volcanic glass

Y

107

Jennifer Tennant

What is a fratority?

a club for both men and
women

a club for both men and
women

Y

108

Selena Antosh

What is osmosis?

diffusion through a
membrane

diffusion through a
membrane

Y

109

Gia Lauren Bautista

Something described as
gelatinous:

is like jelly

is like jelly

Y

110

Aashka Patel

A proviso introduces:

a condition or limitation

a condition or limitation

Y

111

Christy Jestin

Plumeria is a type of:

flowering plant

flowering plant

Y

112

Meryl Warpula

What does risibility refer to?

laughter

laughter

Y

113

Mitchell Robson

A clematis is a type of:

flower

flower

Y

114

Spencer Pogue

A zither is a type of:

musical instrument

musical instrument

Y

115

Neha Seshadri

What is another word for
sudation?

sweating

sweating

Y

116

Rebecca Tran

Where is a cupola found?

on top of a roof

on top of a roof

Y

117

Rushil Kasetty

A person who practices
veganism:

does not consume animals
or animal products

does not consume animals
or animal products

Y

118

Sean Hickey

An obstetrician specializes in:

births

births

Y

119

Nathan Jasper

A jerkin is a type of:

jacket

vagrant

N

120

Marguerite Arbogast

What is another word for
sacrosanct?

inviolable

inviolable

Y

121

Nathaniel Britton

A bachelorette is:

a young, unmarried woman

a young, unmarried woman

Y

122

Nikhil Dwibhashyam

Something described as
mitigative:

makes something less
severe

makes something less
severe

Y

123

Hannah Jackson

What is another word for
heliciform?

spiral

spiral

Y

124

Cameron Haynes

What is a boondoggle?

a wasteful or useless project

a wasteful or useless project

Y

125

Jessie Williams

If something is described as
deltoidal, it:

is shaped like a triangle

is shaped like a triangle

Y

126

Alyssa Boynton

If you were experiencing
dysphoria, you would feel:

unhappy

unhappy

Y
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127

Mark Kivimaki

What does lobectomy
involve?

removal of part of an organ
or gland

removal of part of an organ
or gland

Y

128

Kellen Rodriguez

A scarab is a type of:

beetle

beetle

Y

129

Shane DeSilva

What is another way to say
antithesis?

opposite

opposite

Y

130

Lauren Crabtree

A person described as
contemptuous is:

scornful or disdainful

scornful or disdainful

Y

131

Caribbean Adams

Inconsequentia are items
that are:

insignificant

insignificant

Y

132

Faaris Khan

Another word for ventricose
is:

distended

distended

Y

133

Joel Miles

Something described as
gerundial is related to:

an English verbal noun that
ends in "-ing"

the earliest stages of
development

N

134

Kush Sharma

Debridement is a type of:

surgical removal of tissue

surgical removal of tissue

Y

135

Jade Samanta

Something described as
heliocentric has:

the sun as the center

the sun as the center

Y

136

Julianna Sonnik

Something described as
truncated is:

abbreviated

stowed

N

137

Krishan Ghosh

What does rectitude refer to?

integrity and honesty

integrity and honesty

Y

138

Peyton Wiewel

What is a harangue?

a rant

a rant

Y

139

Gokul Venkatachalam

Something done literatim is
done in what manner?

letter for letter

letter for letter

Y

140

Erik Hovland

A memorandum is a type of:

informal communication

posthumous award

N

141

Grace Johanningsmeier

Something described as
incarnadine is:

pinkish

pinkish

Y

142

Amna Raza

Detritus would most likely be
described as:

disintegrated

disintegrated

Y

143

Arushi Kalpande

What is adulation?

effusive or excessive flattery

effusive or excessive flattery

Y

144

Alexander Hauer

What is the purpose of a
nephoscope?

to observe the movement of
clouds

to observe the movement of
clouds

Y

145

Eboseremhen Eigbe

If something is tectonic, it is
related to:

the deformation of the
Earth's crust

the deformation of the
Earth's crust

Y

146

Sanjana Malla

A phorometer measures:

the strength of the eye
muscles

the strength of the eye
muscles

Y

147

Katharine Wang

Bubonic plague manifests in
the inflammatory swelling of:

lymph glands

lymph glands

Y

148

Ed Horan

Who would be most likely to
practice espionage?

a spy

a spy

Y

149

Carson Monks

Something described as
caritative is:

charitable

charitable

Y

150

Aron Wiener

Something described as
vaticinal is:

prophetic

prophetic

Y

151

Anish Kumar

In the market, a duopoly
involves:

two competing sellers with
controlling power

two competing sellers with
controlling power

Y

152

Lydia Loverin

Someone described as
unscathed is not:

harmed

harmed

Y

153

Andrew Erdman

Organza is a type of:

fabric

fabric

Y

154

Sriram Hathwar

What does it mean to
pontificate?

to state something
pompously

to state something
pompously

Y

155

Gavin Buehler

Something described as
Iberian is related to:

the peninsula that Spain
and Portugal are on

the peninsula that Spain
and Portugal are on

Y

156

Katie Ammann

A person described as
despotic is:

tyrannical

roaming aimlessly

N

157

Jhanvi Ravishankar

Something fervorous is:

full of intensity of feeling

full of intensity of feeling

Y

158

Michael James

What is a candelabrum used
for?

ornamental lighting

ornamental lighting

Y
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159

Sai Vishudhi
Chandrasekhar

Something described as
immutable is:

unable to be changed

unable to be changed

Y

160

Anil Singh

What is impunity?

exemption from harm or loss

exemption from harm or loss

Y

161

Buddy Noorlander

Something described as
vexatious:

causes mental distress

causes mental distress

Y

162

David Khamis

Which of these is most like a
kugel?

a casserole

a baton

N

163

Connor Niederbuhl

What is another way to say
myopia?

nearsightedness

nearsightedness

Y

164

Alaina Kenny

Why would you give kudos?

as praise for an
achievement

as praise for an
achievement

Y

165

Dylan O'Connor

The epidermis is part of:

the skin

the skin

Y

166

Harshita Shet

What is an agnomen?

an additional name

an additional name

Y

167

Shiv Patel

What is arthralgia?

pain in one or more joints

pain in one or more joints

Y

168

Mary Polking

A vocoder is:

a device for transmitting
and reconstructing speech
signals

a device for transmitting
and reconstructing speech
signals

Y

169

Abigail Pittman

What is a nostrum?

a questionable remedy

the groove between the
nose and upper lip

N

170

Bettie Closs

Bariatrics is a branch of
medicine dealing with:

obesity

obesity

Y

171

William Elder

If something is somnolent, it:

induces drowsiness

induces drowsiness

Y

172

Katie Danis

Why would you most likely
receive lucre?

as a reward or payment

as a reward or payment

Y

173

Kellan All

What is another word for
foveate?

pitted

misaligned

N

174

Suzanna Murawski

Obduracy is the quality of:

resisting persuasion or
influences

resisting persuasion or
influences

Y

175

Hailey Lancaster

What do ministrations
involve?

giving aid or comfort

giving aid or comfort

Y

176

Emily Garcia

What is another word for
ineptitude?

incompetence

ungratefulness

N

177

Thomas Manning

What is a megalith?

a huge stone used in
prehistoric monuments

a huge stone used in
prehistoric monuments

Y

178

Lauren Lim

Something described as
germinal is:

in the earliest stage of
development

in the earliest stage of
development

Y

179

Zachary Mallol

What is another word for
eviternity?

everlastingness

everlastingness

Y

180

Hayat Alkadir

What is negligence?

a lack of proper attention or
care

a lack of proper attention or
care

Y

181

Madeline Rickert

What is a hurdy-gurdy?

a musical instrument

a musical instrument

Y

182

Ferdian Aditama

A marmoset is a type of:

monkey

monkey

Y

183

Harry Harman

A conspectus is most similar
to:

an outline

an outline

Y

184

Max Danner

Polemology is the study of:

war

war

Y

185

Nolan Reed

What is another word for
rationale?

justification

justification

Y

186

Olivia Kaiser

An ontologism is a type of:

philosophical theory

philosophical theory

Y

187

Joseph Cusi Delamerced

A riviera is found:

at a coastline

at a coastline

Y

188

Ashwin Veeramani

What is a bonito?

a mackerel-like fish

a mackerel-like fish

Y

189

Emily Helm

A mangrove is a type of:

tree

tree

Y

190

Kaitlin Hall

If something is tonsorial, it is
related to:

barbers

barbers

Y

191

Kyle Ayisi

Sternutation is related to:

sneezing

bitter or angry speech

N
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192

Alotus Wei

What does it mean to be
afebrile?

free from fever

free from fever

Y

193

Peyton Hall

What does it mean to
decimate?

kill every tenth person

kill every tenth person

Y

194

Justin Hamilton

What does occultation refer
to?

disappearing from the
public eye

joining a secret society

N

195

Sasha Davis

When would you use an
emulsifier?

when combining oil and
water

when combining oil and
water

Y

196

Nathan Keenan

Something described as
achromatic is free from:

color

color

Y

197

Phoebe Jackson

What does a phonetician
study?

sounds made in speech

sounds made in speech

Y

198

Elias Kondolios

In what class would you learn
about a secant?

math

biology

N

199

Melina Gabele

Something described as
ocular relates to:

the eye

the eye

Y

200

Annabelle Day

Something described as
binomial consists of:

two terms or names

two terms or names

Y

201

Nicholas Stark

The thalamus is found in the:

brain

brain

Y

202

Cole Shafer-Ray

Something described as
astringent:

constricts soft organic
tissues

constricts soft organic
tissues

Y

203

Divya Amirtharaj

A person experiencing
discomfiture is:

embarrassed

embarrassed

Y

204

Shreyas Parab

What is another word for
brigand?

bandit

bandit

Y

205

Jacob George

What is an isogloss?

a boundary line between
linguistically distinct regions

a boundary line between
linguistically distinct regions

Y

206

Colin Francis

Something described as
cherubic is:

angelic

angelic

Y

207

Aparajita Rao

Travails are most like:

hard work

hard work

Y

208

Hannah Citsay

Something described as twee
is:

excessively dainty

excessively dainty

Y

209

Kevin Cui

A signatory is:

a government bound with
others to an agreed
convention

a government bound with
others to an agreed
convention

Y

210

Anna Tran

What is a valedictorian?

a student with the highest
rank in a graduating class

a student with the highest
rank in a graduating class

Y

211

Diana Nguyen

Something described as
denticulate:

is covered with small
pointed projections

is marked with pits all over

N

212

Suneel Banerjee

A person described as
mesomorphic has:

an athletic body type

an athletic body type

Y

213

Devina Singh

Epsilon is the:

fifth letter of the Greek
alphabet

lowest point or time of
greatest depression

N

214

Emily Gunkel

A sinophile is:

a person who is partial to
Chinese culture

a person who is partial to
Chinese culture

Y

215

Tushan Dargan

What is the vanguard?

the forefront of a movement

the forefront of a movement

Y

216

Alexandra Harper

What does it mean to
inundate?

submerge

submerge

Y

217

Stephen Landry

Something described as
palpitant is:

trembling

trembling

Y

218

Hussain Godhrawala

Dichromatism is a form of:

color blindness

chemical compound

N

219

Andrew Dunn

To equivocate is to speak:

evasively

passionately

N

220

Razeen Basunia

An archetype is most like:

a pattern

a pattern

Y

221

Lloyd Bonds

A balustrade is used in:

architecture

cartography

N

222

Isabella Neubauer

Something described as
retrograde is:

moving backwards

poor quality

N
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223

Kalika Bridwell

If something is described as
falcate, it is:

curved like a sickle

curved like a sickle

Y

224

Antonio Vince Miguel
Lansang

Something described as
lanolated:

contains refined wool grease

contains refined wool grease

Y

225

Seongjun Lee

Something described as
exorbitant is:

excessive

interplanetary

N

226

Benjamin Kulas

What is another word for
sequester?

seclude

seclude

Y

227

Matthew Prus

Declension is a concept in:

grammar

grammar

Y

228

Hayden McCuan

What is acumen?

keenness in discernment

keenness in discernment

Y

229

Naama Friedman

What are catacombs?

underground cemeteries

underground cemeteries

Y

230

Dwight Moore, Jr.

Fission is most like:

splitting

splitting

Y

231

Maria Kaltchenko

A logarithmic form would be
found in:

advanced mathematics

advanced mathematics

Y

232

Kate Miller

Something done gratuitously
is done in what manner?

without pay

without pay

Y

233

Krishna Gandhi

What does it mean to
undergird?

to support

to sabotage

N

234

Claire Thomas

What does it mean to
upbraid?

reproach severely

puff up or elate

N

235

Lokesh Nagineni

What does comity refer to?

mutually beneficial
association

mutually beneficial
association

Y

236

Melody Harwood

What does homeostasis refer
to?

a tendency to have a stable
internal environment

the process of creating
cellular energy

N

237

Ansun Sujoe

If you engage in squibbery,
you:

say satiric things

say satiric things

Y

238

Shobha Dasari

What does numeracy refer to?

capacity for quantitative
thought

capacity for quantitative
thought

Y

239

Syamantak Payra

Which of these words would
most likely be used to
describe petroleum?

oily

oily

Y

240

Mary Joy Li-Ann Patricio

A chemise is a type of:

clothing

furniture

N

241

Rena Morrell

Something described as
unadulterated is:

pure

pure

Y

242

Stephanie Garza

What does it mean to
inculcate?

teach by frequent repetition

teach by frequent repetition

Y

243

Gabrielle Rubio

What does feasibility refer to?

the capability of doing
something

a lack of normal strength or
endurance

N

244

Kara Lehnert

A person described as
aporetic is:

skeptical

skeptical

Y

245

Kasey Torres

If something is tripartite, it:

consists of three divisions

consists of three divisions

Y

246

Nikhita Pathapati

What is another word for
husbandry?

agriculture

agriculture

Y

247

Muriel Cotman

Ziti is a type of:

pasta

pasta

Y

248

Anna Turner

Sagacity is:

acuteness of sense
perceptions

acuteness of sense
perceptions

Y

249

Manasvi Reddy

Something described as
conspiratorial has to do with:

an agreement people make
to plan a crime

an agreement people make
to plan a crime

Y

250

Manav Thadani

Something described as
Caledonian is related to:

Scotland

the period after the Jurassic
period

N

251

Mikayla Hall

Which of the following would
Formica be used to make?

a table top

a pesticide

N

252

Grange Simpson

What is bergamot primarily
used for?

a perfume

a perfume

Y

253

Liam Lustberg

What does praxis refer to?

the exercise of an art,
science or skill

the compound fracture of a
human bone

N
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254

Nicole Seman

Angora is most often used for:

knitting

knitting

Y

255

Samuel Pereles

What is a placoderm?

an extinct, armored
prehistoric fish

an extinct, armored
prehistoric fish

Y

256

Jacob McDaniel

What is virulence?

the ability to overcome the
defenses of a host

the ability to overcome the
defenses of a host

Y

257

Brianna Bartley

Sesquipedalian describes
someone who:

uses long words

is one of six children

N

258

Brayden Kelley

What is a halibut?

a fish

a fish

Y

259

Jensen Schram

What does opponency refer
to?

being against something

being against something

Y

260

Ankita Vadiala

A limivorous creature is one
that:

swallows mud

swallows mud

Y

261

Ted Hamacher

What is putrilage?

decomposing organic matter

decomposing organic matter

Y

262

Jae Canetti

If something is described as
varicose, it is:

abnormally swollen or
dilated

abnormally swollen or
dilated

Y

263

Tejas Muthusamy

What does a vintner do?

sells wine

sells wine

Y

264

Shayley Martin

An interloper is someone
who:

intrudes

intrudes

Y

265

Hadrian Reeves

What is another word for
nugatory?

worthless

sturdy

N

266

Jeffrey Cho

Something described as
moribund is:

dormant

newborn

N

267

George Estep

What is the role of an arbiter?

to decide a disputed matter

to decide a disputed matter

Y

268

Buck Walling

Something described as
palatial relates to:

a royal residence

the roof of the mouth

N

269

Elisabeth Ince

Something described as
nidicolous:

lives in a nest

lives in a nest

Y

270

Téa Freedman-Susskind

Something aqueous must
involve:

water

water

Y

271

Emily Schneider

An endorphin is a type of:

protein naturally occurring
in the brain

heraldic imagery featuring
sea animals

N

272

Varun Kukkillaya

What is another word for
vivificate?

animate

animate

Y

273

George Triplett

What is another word for
ambient?

enveloping

enveloping

Y

274

Raimah Hossain

A person who has keratitis
has:

an inflamed cornea

an inflamed cornea

Y

275

Lillian Bischof

Probity is most like:

moral uprightness

moral uprightness

Y

276

Karelyn Malliet

Something identified as
Canterbury is:

from a city of the same
name in England

from a city of the same
name in England

Y

277

Victoria Allen

What is chloroform?

a toxic liquid once used as
an anesthetic

a toxic liquid once used as
an anesthetic

Y

278

Medha Venigalla

Something described as
laudatory is:

praising

legal

N

279

Michael Jones

Something described as
elocutionary relates to:

public speaking

public speaking

Y

280

Akshaj Mishra

A facsimile is:

an exact copy

an exact copy

Y

281

Noah Fitzgerald

Something described as
invidious is:

hateful

hateful

Y
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